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Many virulence factors are required for Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium to replicate intracellularly
and proliferate systemically within mice. In this work, we have carried out genetic analyses in vivo to determine
the functional relationship between two major virulence factors necessary for systemic infection by S. enterica
serovar Typhimurium: the Salmonella pathogenicity island 2 (SPI-2) type III secretion system (TTSS) and the
PhoP-PhoQ two-component regulatory system. Although previous work suggested that PhoP-PhoQ regulates
SPI-2 TTSS gene expression in vitro, in vivo competitive analysis of mutant strains indicates that these systems
contribute independently to S. typhimurium virulence. Our results also suggest that mutation of phoP may
compensate partially for defects in the SPI-2 TTSS by deregulating SPI-1 TTSS expression. These results
provide an explanation for previous reports showing an apparent functional overlap between these two systems
in vitro.

Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium is an intracellular
pathogen that causes gastroenteritis in humans and a typhoid-
like infection in mice, which is frequently used as a model for
human typhoid fever (21). Intramacrophage survival and rep-
lication have been shown to correlate with S. enterica serovar
Typhimurium colonization of the mouse spleen and liver (20).
In recent years, many factors involved at various stages of the
infectious process have been identified (26). However, little is
known about their regulation in vivo or how they interact
during the infection.

Salmonella pathogenicity islands 1 (SPI-1) and 2 (SPI-2)
encode structurally similar type III secretion systems (TTSSs)
(47, 48, 54). TTSSs consist of a secreton, which exports pro-
teins across the bacterial cell membranes; a translocon, which
translocates them into the host cell; and transcriptional regu-
lators, chaperones, and effector proteins, which can have a
variety of effects on the host cell. Unlike structural compo-
nents, the effectors generally share little or no similarity and
confer functional specificity upon each system (34). The SPI-1
TTSS (also known as Inv/Spa) (47) is involved in invasion of
epithelial cells (23, 24), whereas the SPI-2 TTSS (48, 54) is
necessary for Salmonella proliferation within macrophages (11,
31, 48) and bacterial growth during systemic infection (29, 54).
Some SPI-1 and SPI-2 effectors are not encoded within the
islands, but elsewhere on the chromosome (8, 33, 43, 44, 58, 59).

Transcription of SPI-1 TTSS genes is regulated in vitro by a
variety of factors, such as osmolarity, growth phase, and pH
(12, 23). Specific regulation of SPI-1 genes is mediated by

HilA, a transcriptional regulator of the OmpR-ToxR family
encoded within SPI-1 (3, 4). HilA-regulated genes include
invF, which encodes a transcriptional regulator of the AraC
family and is located within SPI-1 (37), and the components of
the secretion machinery (3, 4). HilA also participates with InvF
in regulating the expression of the effectors encoded within
SPI-1 (13, 17), but only InvF appears to regulate the expression
of those effectors encoded outside SPI-1 (13, 17).

HilA expression is itself regulated by the PhoP-PhoQ two-
component system (4, 46), which regulates the expression of at
least 40 virulence genes (45, 46). Some of these are involved in
intramacrophage survival (20) and resistance to host antimi-
crobial peptides (19, 27). When PhoP is phosphorylated by
PhoQ, it becomes active, functioning as a transcriptional reg-
ulator of PhoP-activated genes (pags) (25, 45), and PhoP-re-
pressed genes (prgs), including the Inv/Spa secreton compo-
nents (6, 46). The PhoP-PhoQ system is induced when
Salmonella reaches the phagosome (1, 9). PhoP seems to re-
press the expression of SPI-1 TTSS genes inside the macro-
phage phagosome (1, 4, 6, 46). Mutations in other genes have
also been shown to affect HilA expression in vitro, suggesting
that additional factors modulate the expression of SPI-1 TTSS
genes (2, 4, 18, 35, 41, 50, 51).

The expression of SPI-2 TTSS genes is induced inside host
cells and is completely dependent on SsrA-SsrB, a two-com-
ponent regulatory system encoded within SPI-2 (11, 14, 57).
ssrA transcription is in turn regulated by the OmpR-EnvZ
two-component system (40), which is responsible for both ac-
tivation and repression of gene expression in response to
changes in osmolarity and pH (32, 56). The OmpR-EnvZ sys-
tem is important for Salmonella replication and survival within
macrophages (8, 40) and is necessary for full virulence in mice
(16).
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Several studies have analyzed the role of the PhoP-PhoQ
regulatory system on SPI-2 TTSS gene expression, but the
results are contradictory. Two studies have reported that mu-
tations in phoP decrease the expression of SPI-2 TTSS genes in
vitro (14, 60). Lee and coworkers (40) have reported similar
results, albeit only under certain growth conditions. On the
other hand, expression of SPI-2 TTSS genes within infected
cultured macrophages appears to be largely independent of
PhoP-PhoQ (57).

To determine if the PhoP-PhoQ system has a relevant role
on the expression of SPI-2 TTSS genes in vivo, we have applied
a method recently developed by our group that allows genetic
analysis of functional relationships between different virulence
genes (8, 53). The method uses the S. enterica serovar Typhi-
murium mouse model of systemic infection, which supports the
simultaneous growth of two or more different strains within the
same animal (42). The method is a modification of the com-
petitive tests carried out by Baümler and coworkers (5) to
study pathways of intestinal invasion by S. enterica serovar
Typhimurium. In our method, combinations of single and dou-
ble mutants are used to inoculate mice. In the ensuing mixed
infection, the virulence attenuation of a strain carrying muta-
tions affecting independent virulence functions would corre-
spond to the sum of the attenuation caused by each individual
mutation (5, 8, 53). In the case of two genes that contribute
equally to the same specific function (e.g., essential compo-
nents of a macromolecular structure), the double mutant strain
would be no more attenuated than strains carrying single mu-
tations. Using this method, we have previously demonstrated
that the proteins encoded by the SPI-2 and spv loci (28) con-
tribute independently to S. enterica serovar Typhimurium vir-
ulence (53). We have also shown that there is a functional
dependence between the SPI-2 TTSS and OmpR-EnvZ, sup-
porting an in vivo role for OmpR regulation of SsrA, as well as
between SPI-2 and SifA. Further research into the latter rela-

tionship demonstrated that SifA is an SPI-2 effector protein
responsible for the integrity of the Salmonella-containing vac-
uole (8).

In this study, we demonstrate that the SPI-2 TTSS and the
PhoP-PhoQ regulatory system contribute to systemic infection
of mice by S. enterica serovar Typhimurium through indepen-
dent mechanisms. Furthermore, we show that although muta-
tions in SPI-1 TTSS genes alone have no measurable effect on
systemic growth, triple mutant strains lacking a functional
SPI-1 TTSS, PhoP-PhoQ, and SPI-2 TTSS are significantly
more attenuated than an isogenic strain lacking PhoP-PhoQ
and the SPI-2 TTSS. These results suggest that in the absence
of a functional PhoP-PhoQ system, deregulation of expression
of the SPI-1 secretion and translocation machinery inside the
cell partially trans-complements a defect in SPI-2-mediated
secretion and translocation in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. The S. enterica serovar Typhimurium
strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. Bacteria were grown at 37°C with
aeration in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium supplemented with ampicillin (50 �g/
ml), kanamycin (50 �g/ml), tetracycline (25 �g/ml), or chloramphenicol (35 or 10
�g/ml for strains carrying the ssaV::cat mutation) as appropriate. Double and
triple mutant strains were constructed by phage transduction, carried out with
P22 HT 105/1 int201 (52). HH114 and HH124 were constructed by phage trans-
duction from CS105 (45) and EE656 (4), respectively. Phage-free isolates were
obtained by streaking the transductants onto green plates (10). All strains are
derivatives of wild-type S. enterica serovar Typhimurium strain 12023, except for
TA2367 (phoP-24) and HH196 (phoP-24 ssaV::aphT), which are derived from
wild-type strain SL1344. pho-24 is a point mutation lacking any means of selec-
tion and therefore cannot be transferred by transduction. EE656 was kindly
provided by C. Lee. CS105 and TA2367 were kindly provided by S. Miller.

Mouse mixed infections. Female BALB/c mice (20 to 25 g) were inoculated
intraperitoneally (i.p.) with a 0.2-ml volume of physiological saline containing 105

bacteria. Bacteria were grown overnight at 37°C in LB medium with aeration,
diluted into fresh medium (1:100), and grown until an optical density at 550 nm
(OD550) of 0.35 to 0.6 was reached. The mixed inoculum was prepared in
physiological saline at a concentration of 2.5 � 105 bacteria/strain/ml (input).

TABLE 1. Strains used in this study

Name Description Source or reference

12023s Wild type NCTCa

P3F4 ssrA::mTn5 (Kmr) 29
HH114 phoP102::Tn10dCm (Cmr) This study
HH102 �sseB::aphT (Kmr) 31
HH109 ssaV::aphT (Kmr) 15
HH110 ssaV::cat (Cmr) 53
P11D10 ssaJ::mTn5 (Kmr) 54
HH124 prgH020::Tn5lacZY (Tetr) This study
TA2367 pho-24 (PhoPc) 38
HH121 phoP102::Tn10dCm ssaV::aphT (Cmr Kmr) This study
HH127 ssrA::mTn5 ssaV::cat (Kmr Cmr) This study
HH129 hilA::Tn10 (Tetr) 7
HH131 phoP102::Tn10dCm ssrA::mTn5 (Cmr Kmr) This study
HH175 phoP102::Tn10dCm ssaJ::mTn5 (Cmr Kmr) This study
HH176 phoP102::Tn10dCm �sseB::aphT (Cmr Kmr) This study
HH180 ssaV::aphT hilA::Tn10 (Kmr Tetr) This study
HH191 phoP102::Tn10dCm ssaV::aphT hilA::Tn10 (Cmr Kmr Tetr) This study
HH192 phoP102::Tn10dCm hilA::Tn10 (Cmr Tetr) This study
HH193 ssaV::cat prgH020::Tn5lacZY (Cmr Tetr) This study
HH194 phoP102::Tn10dCm prgH020::Tn5lacZY (Cmr Tetr) This study
HH195 phoP102::Tn10dCm ssaV::aphT prgH020::Tn5lacZY (Cmr Kmr Tetr) This study
HH196 pho-24 ssaV::aphT (Kmr) This study

a NCTC, National Collection of Type Cultures.
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The CFU of each strain in the input were enumerated by plating a dilution series
of the inoculum and using the appropriate antibiotic to distinguish between the
strains.

Mice were sacrificed 48 h after inoculation by carbon dioxide inhalation. The
spleens were removed, placed in sterile water, and homogenized by mechanical
disruption. After homogenization, the samples were allowed to settle on ice for
5 min before transfer of the supernatants into a fresh tube. Bacteria were then
pelleted by centrifugation at 15,000 � g and resuspended in sterile water. Bac-
terial CFU were enumerated by plating a dilution series onto LB agar and LB
agar with the corresponding antibiotic.

Determination of CI and COIs. The competitive index (CI) is defined as the
ratio between the mutant and wild-type strains within the output (bacteria re-
covered from the host after infection) divided by their ratio within the input
(initial inoculum) (22, 55). For clarity, we have renamed the CIs corresponding
to mixed infections of double or triple mutants with corresponding single mutant
strains (8, 53) as the “cancelled-out index” (COI). We define COI as the ratio
between a double or triple mutant strain and the corresponding single mutant in
the output divided by their ratio in the input.

Expression of antibiotic resistance genes could potentially be affected by pas-
sage through the animal. To confirm that the antibiotic resistance of the strains
used was not altered, control experiments were carried out. Representative
strains carrying antibiotic resistance genes expressed from their own promoters
were selected. In each case, the strain was injected i.p. in a mixture with the
wild-type strain, and the spleens from the infected animals were processed 48 h
after inoculation as described. The bacteria were grown on LB plates first (to
allow expression of antibiotic resistance) and then patched out onto LB plates
with and without the antibiotic selection. For each antibiotic resistance gene, the
ratio between the two strains in the output, calculated from the patched-out
colonies, was not significantly different from the results calculated from direct
plating onto LB plates with and without antibiotic selection. The cat gene in-
serted in ssaV (ssaV::cat) is expressed from a SPI-2 promoter. Therefore, its
expression could be altered by mutation of other genes affecting expression from
this promoter. When strains carrying this marker were used, the controls de-
scribed above were included in every experiment.

Statistical analysis. Each CI or COI value is the mean of at least three
independent infections � the standard error. Student’s t test was used to analyze
every COI (e.g., COI corresponding to the mixed infection of strain a versus
double mutant strain a b) with two null hypotheses: (i) mean COI is not signif-
icantly different from 1.0, and (ii) mean COI is not significantly different from the
CI of the single mutant strain relevant in each case (i.e., CI of strain b for the case
presented above). P values of 0.05 or less are considered significant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In vivo genetic analysis of the functional relationship be-
tween the SPI-2 TTSS and phoP. Various studies of the regu-
lation of SPI-2 TTSS gene expression by PhoP have produced
somewhat confusing results (11, 14, 57, 60). Mutations in phoP
or ompR can affect SseB expression depending on the formu-
lation of the growth media (C. R. Beuzón and D. W. Holden,
unpublished results). Consistent with these results, expression
of ssaH, which encodes a putative component of the secreton
(11), is affected by a phoP mutation only under certain growth
conditions (40). On the other hand, in infected RAW macro-
phages, expression of SseB is largely independent of PhoP and
only partially dependent on OmpR (Beuzón and Holden, un-
published), consistent with results obtained for other SPI-2
genes (11, 40). These conflicting results prompted us to study
the role of the PhoP-PhoQ system in the regulation of SPI-2
gene expression in vivo.

An outline of the method used and a simplified analysis of
the possible outcomes is represented in Fig. 1. Briefly, mice are
injected i.p. with a mixed inoculum containing equal quantities
of single (mutation in gene a) and double (mutations in genes
a and b) mutant strains. Bacteria are recovered from the spleen
48 h after inoculation and differentiated on the basis of anti-
biotic resistance. For clarity, we have termed the index ob-

tained with the CFU from a mixed infection of single and
double mutant strains, the “cancelled-out index” (COI), to
differentiate it from the competitive index (CI), calculated
from a mixed infection involving wild-type and single mutant
strains. In a COI test, the attenuation caused by the mutation
in gene a would affect both strains equally and would be “can-
celled out.” In the case of two genes responsible for indepen-
dent virulence functions, the COI would be similar to the CI of
the strain carrying a mutation in gene b (Fig. 1B, I), whereas in
the case of two genes involved in the same function (e.g.,
structural components of a secretion system), the double mu-

FIG. 1. Theoretical representation of COI analysis of the interac-
tion between two hypothetical genes, a and b. (A) CI is defined as the
CFU ratio of mutant and wild-type strains recovered from the infected
animal divided by their CFU ratio in the input. COI is defined as the
CFU ratio of double and single mutant strains recovered from the
infected animal divided by their CFU ratio in the input. (B) Determi-
nation and analysis of COI. A mixed inoculum containing equal CFU
of single and double mutant strains is inoculated into mice. Bacteria
are recovered from spleens 48 h after infection. Double mutant CFU
are determined from colony counts of serial dilutions grown on selec-
tive media. Total CFU are determined from colony counts of serial
dilutions grown on LB medium. Single mutant CFU are calculated by
subtracting double mutant CFU from total CFU. I and II represent
two possible outcomes of the analysis. aCI of a strain carrying a mu-
tation in gene a. The COI corresponding to a mixed infection of the a
single mutant and a b double mutant strains (not represented in the
figure) would be equal to the CI of a strain carrying the mutation in
gene b.
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tant would be no more attenuated than either of the single
mutants and the resulting COI would be equal to 1.0 (Fig. 1B,
II). There are clearly other scenarios, such as partial redun-
dancy of function and a different degree of contribution of two
proteins to the same function. In these cases, the COIs would
be different from those shown in Fig. 1.

In order to analyze the relationship between the SPI-2 TTSS
and the PhoP-PhoQ system in vivo, we constructed strains
carrying both a null mutation in phoP (phoP102::Tn10dCm)
(45) and one of several mutations in genes encoding the TTSS
secretion and translocation machinery that prevent SPI-2 func-
tion. The first SPI-2-null mutant strain analyzed carries a non-
polar disruption of ssaV (ssaV::aphT) (15). SsaV is predicted to
be a component of the secretion machinery (54), and its mu-
tation has previously been shown to prevent secretion of SseB

(7). A strain carrying mutations in phoP and ssaV was analyzed
in mixed infections with either phoP or ssaV single mutant
strains. The COIs obtained were significantly different from
1.0, indicating that the proteins encoded by these two genes
have different functions. However, the COIs were also differ-
ent from the CIs of the corresponding single mutant strains,
suggesting that there may be some overlap in the in vivo func-
tions of the proteins encoded by phoP and ssaV (Fig. 2A).

Mutation of ssaJ (ssaJ::mTn5), encoding a predicted com-
ponent of the SPI-2 secreton (30), also prevents secretion of
SseB (7). A strain carrying mutations in both phoP and ssaJ was
analyzed in mixed infections with either single mutant strain,
resulting in COIs that were intermediate between 1.0 and the
corresponding CIs of the phoP and ssaJ mutant strains (Fig.
2B) and similar to the COIs of the phoP ssaV double mutant

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of COI analysis of strains carrying mutations in both phoP and genes encoding structural components of the
SPI-2 TTSS. (A) Analysis of phoP ssaV double mutant strain (HH121) in mixed infections with either phoP or ssaV single mutant strains (HH114
and HH109, respectively). (B) Analysis of phoP ssaJ double mutant strain (HH175) in mixed infections with either phoP or ssaJ single mutant
strains (HH114 and P11D10, respectively). (C) Analysis of phoP sseB double mutant strain (HH176) in mixed infections with either phoP or sseB
single mutant strains (HH114 and HH102, respectively). The indices represented are CI (white bars) and COI (black bars). The strains used in
each mixed infection are represented by the relevant mutations for simplicity and are indicated under the corresponding bar. COIs are compared
to 1.0 (indicated by a horizontal dotted line) and to the value of the CI relevant in each case. COIs are significantly different from 1.0 and from
the corresponding CIs (P � 0.05). wt, wild type.
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(Fig. 2A). Furthermore, the COIs of a strain carrying muta-
tions in phoP and sseB (sseB::aphT) were also similar to the
COIs corresponding to the phoP ssaV or phoP ssaJ mutant
strains (Fig. 2C). A possible explanation of these results is that
PhoP could modulate the expression of SPI-2 TTSS genes to
some extent and regulate the expression of other functionally
independent virulence factors.

PhoP and SsrA act independently. To further investigate the
interaction between the two systems, we analyzed a strain car-
rying mutations in phoP and ssrA, which encodes the sensor
component of the SPI-2 two-component regulatory system
(ssrA::mTn5), in mixed infections with either phoP or ssrA
single mutants. The mutation in ssrA prevents the expression of
SPI-2 TTSS genes (7, 8, 11, 43) and causes strong defects in
intracellular replication (11, 31) and virulence in mice (54).
Surprisingly, in this case, the COIs from either mixed infection
were not statistically different from the CI of the corresponding
single mutant (Fig. 3A). These results can only be explained if
the products of ssrA and phoP contribute independently to S.
enterica serovar Typhimurium virulence. Therefore, it is un-
likely that they coregulate the same virulence genes. This
seems paradoxical in view of the finding that a strain carrying
mutations in both ssrA and ssaV is not more attenuated than
ssrA or ssaV single mutants (Fig. 3B) (indicating that SsrA does
not appear to regulate virulence determinants that act inde-
pendently of the SPI-2 TTSS), as well as the results of the COI
analyses involving ssaV, ssaJ, and sseB with phoP. This appar-
ent contradiction can be explained if the phoP mutation can
partially rescue the virulence attenuation caused by the ssaV,
ssaJ, and sseB mutations.

SPI-2 defects can be partially compensated for by derepres-
sion of SPI-1 gene expression in the absence of PhoP. In the
absence of a functional PhoP-PhoQ system repressing their
expression, SPI-1 TTSS genes are likely to be expressed inside
macrophages (4, 46). Since some SPI-1 and SPI-2 structural
components are very similar (34), defects in one apparatus
could potentially be trans-complemented by the other. If that
was the case, it could explain the results obtained with strains
carrying mutations in both phoP and genes encoding structural
components of the SPI-2 TTSS. On the other hand, a phoP
ssrA double mutant strain would not only lack SPI-2 secretion
and translocation machinery, but also SPI-2 effectors, and
could not be trans-complemented by the SPI-1 TTSS. If dere-
pression of SPI-1 TTSS gene expression in a null phoP mutant
strain is the basis for a partial rescue of the defects of the ssaV,
ssaJ, or sseB mutant strains, introduction of a mutation pre-
venting SPI-1 gene expression in any of the double mutant
strains should prevent this rescue. In this case, the COIs of the
triple mutant strain would be lower than that of the double
mutant and similar to the corresponding CIs. Indeed, the COIs
obtained with a strain carrying mutations in hilA (hilA::Tn10),
ssaV, and phoP in mixed infections with either phoP or ssaV
single mutants were lower than the COIs of the phoP ssaV
double mutant and close to the CIs of ssaV or phoP single
mutants (Fig. 4A). The introduction of the hilA mutation in
strains carrying a single mutation in either ssaV or phoP did not
cause a increase in attenuation that could account for the
strong attenuation of the triple mutant (Fig. 4B). As expected,
the hilA single mutant strain was as virulent as the wild-type
strain when administered by the i.p. route, since SPI-1 TTSS

function seems to be important for, but restricted to, bacterial
translocation across the gut epithelium (24) (Fig. 4B). These
results support previous work suggesting that SPI-1 TTSS gene
expression is repressed by the PhoP-PhoQ system inside mac-
rophages (1, 4, 6, 46).

Analysis of a strain carrying both an ssaV mutation and a
pho-24 mutation (phoPc) (which causes constitutive repression
of SPI-1 gene expression) (4, 46, 49) supported the results
obtained with the phoP ssaV hilA triple mutant. The COI of the
phoPc ssaV double mutant, in a mixed infection with the phoPc

FIG. 3. Graphical representation of COI analysis of strains carry-
ing a mutation in ssrA. (A) Analysis of phoP ssrA double mutant strain
(HH131) in mixed infections with either phoP or ssrA single mutant
strains (HH114 and P3F4, respectively). (B) Analysis of ssrA ssaV
double mutant strain (HH127) in mixed infections with either the ssrA
or ssaV single mutant strain (P3F4 and HH110, respectively). The
indices represented are CI (white bars) and COI (black bars). The
strains used in each mixed infection are represented by the relevant
mutation for simplicity and are indicated under the corresponding bar.
COIs were compared to 1.0 (indicated by a horizontal dotted line) and
to the value of the CI relevant in each case. (A) COIs are not signif-
icantly different from the corresponding CIs (P � 0.05). (B) COIs are
not significantly different from 1.0 (P � 0.05). wt, wild type.
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single mutant, was similar to the CI of the ssaV mutant strain
(Fig. 4C).

A functional SPI-1 TTSS can partially trans-complement
SPI-2 secretion and translocation defects. Derepression of
SPI-1 TTSS could potentially rescue the SPI-2 defect by two
mechanisms: direct secretion and translocation of SPI-2 effec-
tors through the SPI-1 apparatus or substitution of the missing
component of the SPI-2 TTSS with its homologue, forming a
hybrid secretion system that could secrete and translocate
SPI-2 effectors. Since a mutation in sseB, which has no ho-
molog in SPI-1 (31), can be partially trans-complemented by a
null phoP mutation, secretion and translocation of SPI-2 ef-
fectors through the SPI-1 secretion apparatus seem the more
likely explanation. To test this hypothesis, we transduced a
mutation in prgH (prgH020::Tn5lacZY) into the phoP ssaV dou-
ble mutant strain. PrgH is a structural component of the SPI-1
TTSS (39) necessary for secretion (49), and it shares no ho-

mology with SsaV, SsaJ, or SseB. The COIs obtained with the
phoP ssaV prgH triple mutant in mixed infections with either
phoP or ssaV single mutants were significantly lower than the
COIs of the phoP ssaV double mutant and were similar to the
CIs of ssaV or phoP single mutants (Fig. 5A). The introduction
of the prgH mutation into strains carrying a single mutation in
either ssaV or phoP did not cause a decrease in attenuation
that could account for the strong attenuation of the triple
mutant (Fig. 5B). These results indicate that the absence of a
structural component of the SPI-1 TTSS is sufficient to prevent
the ssaV mutant from being trans-complemented by the SPI-1
TTSS. Therefore, the most likely explanation for the interme-
diate attenuation of virulence obtained with strains carrying
mutations in both phoP and genes encoding structural compo-
nents of the SPI-2 TTSS is that SPI-2 effectors can be trans-
located through a derepressed SPI-1 TTSS.

These data provide an explanation for the contradictory

FIG. 4. Graphical representation of COI analysis of strains carrying a mutation in hilA. (A) Analysis of phoP ssaV hilA triple mutant strain
(HH191) in mixed infections with either phoP or ssaV single mutant strains (HH114 and HH109, respectively). (B) CI corresponding to hilA single
mutant strain (HH129) and COIs corresponding to ssaV hilA (HH180) and phoP hilA (HH192) double mutant strains, in mixed infections with
either the ssaV or phoP single mutant strain (HH110 and HH114, respectively). (C) Analysis of the phoPc ssaV double mutant (HH196) in mixed
infection with the phoPc single mutant strain (TA2367). The indices represented are CI (white bars) and COI (black bars). The strains used in each
mixed infection are represented by the relevant mutation for simplicity and are indicated under the corresponding bar. COIs were compared to
1.0 (indicated by a horizontal dotted line) and to the value of the CI relevant in each case. (A and C) COIs are not significantly different from the
corresponding CIs (P � 0.05). (B) COIs are not significantly different from 1.0 (P � 0.05). wt, wild type.
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results obtained in some analyses of SPI-2 regulation of ex-
pression and secretion in vitro, as discussed above. Certain
combinations of growth conditions that are not encountered in
vivo might induce simultaneous expression of both TTSSs and
could generate artifactual results.

Our results also suggest that the SPI-1 secretion and trans-
location machinery is capable, at least to some extent, of se-
creting SPI-2 effectors across the vacuolar membrane. It is
interesting that recent reports have shown that two proteins,
SspH1 and SlrP, are likely to be translocated by both TTSSs
(43, 44). These proteins contain a conserved N-terminal se-
quence that has been recently identified in several Salmonella
effectors as necessary for translocation through the SPI-2
TTSS (43). In addition, some proteins secreted by the SPI-1
TTSS, such as SopD (36), have been found to contain this
signal (8). It is possible that both systems can recognize similar
secretion and translocation signals, and the specificity of trans-
location for each effector protein is determined by the profile
of expression of each effector in relation to the expression of
the SPI-1 and SPI-2 TTSSs. Thus, an effector under SsrAB
regulation would only be translocated in vivo by the SPI-2
TTSS. Supporting this hypothesis, SspH1 and SlrP seem to be
expressed constitutively (43) and could therefore be translo-
cated by both TTSSs, unlike other effectors, the expression of
which is coordinated with that of the TTSS that secretes them
(8, 17, 43).

Finally, the results presented here emphasize the value of
classical genetic analysis to advance the understanding of the
regulation of virulence factors and their functional relation-
ships in S. enterica serovar Typhimurium infection of mice.
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